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Workforce Drivers 

• Systems transformation & workforce development to 
meet health & social care needs

• Retention, growth, career development of the 
workforce

• Wrapping capabilities and impact around citizens and 
populations

• Using the workplace as the main resource for 
learning, developing and improving, knowledge 
exchange, Inquiry

• Collective Leadership
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Positioning Consultant Practice

• Pinnacle of clinical career 
framework in all health 
professions

• Internal model not an external 
model
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Four Pillars and Consultancy Practice 
across systems
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Consultant Expert Practice

• Expertise in four domains necessary for enabling 
quality* care from micro, to meso and macro levels of 
the system

• The key skillset for systems leadership and systems 
transformation aided by clinical credibility in own 
professional field

• Clinical academic role as an embedded researcher

* Quality defined as person centred, safe and effectiv e with continuity
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What is a systems 
leader? 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

’the leadership approach 

that drives integration 

across boundaries based 

on specialized clinical 

credibility working with 
shared purposes to break 

down silos and deliver 

person-centred, safe and 

effective care with 

continuity’ (Manley et al. 2016, p. 5).

http://mythought-filledjourney.blogspot.com/2011/10/sound-of-autumns-fall.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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Systems focus – evidence base for 
impact
Micro – small functional frontline teams providing 
most health care to people. Outcomes of macro 
systems can be no better than the microsystems of 
which it is composed.

Meso – subsets of healthcare systems e.g. 
organisations, interdependent partners; or services 
that cross organisations

Macro – set of elements and their relations in a 
complex whole designed to serve the health care 
needs of population (focused on place)



Consultant Practitioners 

How do we prepare them? 
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Advanced to Consultant Level Practice –
Delphi Study

Developing consensus about the specific 

capabilities and impacts that mark:

• ACP to CP
• 3 years as a consultant practitioner

• 3-5 years as a consultant practitioner
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Qualitative Findings 

• Meeting the four pillars

• ‘The consultant role demands immense flexibility as a leader across the pillars of 
practice, where service priorities rapidly change across complex systems of care.  
Capabilities are likely to grow with relationships and networks and teams over time.  
The post holders often describe changing focus on specific capabilities/pillars at 
different times according to systems priorities.’ (CP>5: 811)

• ‘As I continue to learn and progress, consultant capabilities will ebb and flow.  It’s 
not a linear framework.  I perceive there is no one role which fits all of these 
capabilities and the trick with the detail is what you choose to develop within your 
skills set, your role and your interest and the art of the possible.’ (CP<3:958)
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Qualitative Findings 

• Research and Innovation

• 'I am currently ACP, however, much of the leadership, education and research elements 
of my advanced practice role are done in my own time.  My aim is to be a consultant 
practitioner, however, there is little innovation and development funding to enable this 
within my current role.  It is very frustrating.' (ACP:273)

• Development of services 

• Providing expertise to the local system to support a system wide integration of a rapid 
response frailty and falls service during the pandemic.  This was a collaborative venture 
the ambulance service, community, acute and social care services.  They described 
seeing a ‘quantifiable reduction in frail older people attending a secondary care provider’ 
but did not expand on this further (CP<3:142).
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Delphi Study - Insights

• Strong consensus across majority of capabilities

• Integration of the pillars enables system to provide quality not just individual 

provider

• Impact of role needs to be better articulated to commissioners and senior 

leaders

• Research pillar weakest and needs to be linked to embedded researcher 

concept

• Workforce development becoming a key focus
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Co-creation of the development 
framework

Cancer 
Care

Learning 
Disabilities

MSK

-
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Emerging Concepts 

Pathway characterised by:

• a consistent approach to demonstrating consultant level 

practice with parity within and across professions

• a transparent, flexible and coherent pathway that 

improves equity of opportunity and retention of staff

• development needs analysis or self-assessment and 

planning that meets the needs of the individual and their 

context
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Emerging Concepts 

Contd:

• a strong experiential focus with skilled support 

consistent across professions

• provide time, funding and support to develop 

capabilities

• demonstrate flexibility of role, impact and value

• its relationship to other pathways other career pathway
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Emerging Concepts 

Learning/development process

• Accredited Learning based on experience, reflection and evidence of 

impact

• Experiential learning with support

• Formal learning and accreditation

• Using professional opportunities and networks to support learning, 

achieve capabilities and maintain wellbeing
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Co-creation of the development 
framework

Professional Body Consultation 

and Co-Creation workshops

Draft Development 

Framework 

Aspiring Consultant Practitioner Critical 
Companion/Mentorship Support Network





Questions & Discussion

Contacts

Robert.Crouch@uhs.nhs.uk

@DrRobCrouch

mailto:Robert.Crouch@uhs.nhs.uk
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